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Iwona Mączkowska, age 50
French language teacher, Poland
I teach the pupils from 5th to 8th classes. I started my teacher’s career 8
ages ago, after the work in higher education administration. I’m also
self-employed translator. GoDigital Training gives me the opportunity
to enhance my digital skills in order to implement it in my everyday
working practice. I will recommend the training to my colleagues .

Halina Wyskokińska, age 60
Mathematics teacher, Poland
I’m the owner of the private math’s school. I was disappeared when
I realized that we have critical situation in the education due to the
COVID pandemic. The situation was critical for private schools.
GoDigital project and especially e-learning training was the best
solution for us and just-in-time proposal. I will recommend the training
to my colleagues. It’s needed to have digital skills while we as a teachers
want to follow our puppils.
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Karol Zieliński, age 45
pedagogy teacher, Poland
I see the big added value in developing digital competences in primary
school education. My colleagues and myself we don’t have so much tools
to use for attract our pupils while teaching. Some of the subjects are
evidently not appropriate for e-learning. However we have to follow
technological revolution and to know how to deal with e-learning if
needed. I will follow this online training and collect the badges.

Monika Szostak, age 29
Polish language teacher, Poland
I’m working in e-learning private school. I know that as a teacher I have
to enhance my skills continuously. GoDigital training was for me good
opportunity to looking from the other perspective to the e-learning
study. I found in the training inspirations for the strategy of my on-line
classes. I will recommend this training for others.
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